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IT’S MY HOME

UPGRADING
- things to consider

WHAT IS
UPGRADING?
Upgrading simply means selling your
current home and purchasing one
that's a little further up the property
ladder. There can be several reasons for
upgrading, such as a growing family and
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needing more space or you may be
hoping to secure a better location. You
may be keen to relocate from an apartment to a house or you may be moving
for work purposes.
Whatever your reason, it is important

G ET AN ACC U R AT E
EST I M AT E

amount, with the best agent behind it,
will be the ultimate driving force in getting
the results you want.

Your local real estate agent can provide

Visit our link below for some more

You have probably built up home equity

a market appraisal of your home. More

helpful hints to make the process of

to help facilitate an upgrade, but you

detailed information is available for a fee

choosing an agent a little simpler for you:

should also consider how you will fund

through online price reports prepared by

genworth.com.au/

the move.

research groups like Australian Property

selectingarealestateagent

to think through the financial aspects.

The process of upgrading can be an
opportunity to refinance your home loan.

Monitors and Residex.
A valuation carried out by a Certified

M A R K E T I N G YO U R H O M E

This involves taking out a new loan to

Practising Valuer (CPV) or Residential

pay off your current loan.

Property Valuer (RPV), which involves

mind that marketing costs for the sale of

inspections inside and out, can provide a

your home may not be included in the

more accurate figure.

agent’s selling fee.

CHO OS I N G A Q UA L I T Y
REAL E STAT E AG E N T

R E PA I R A N D R E F R E S H

It’s sometimes difficult to choose the

the loose ends makes sense. You want

right agent, so ask your friends and

potential buyers to notice the wonderful

family for a recommendation. You will

floorboards, not the things that are in

understand firsthand what it was like

need of repair or replacement. Hire a

to deal with them from start to finish.

professional cleaner to give your home the

After all, selling your home for the best

once-over before the run of inspections.

Whatever your sales strategy, bear in

Hiring a professional handy man to tie up
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REFINANCING
- things to consider

WHAT IS
REFINANCING?

refinance the balance on your loan

Refinancing can be a great way to save

your loan

at a lower rate, you can reduce your
monthly payment and the total cost of

money, as long as you take the actual

n You want a fixed rate - If your current

cost of refinancing into account in your

mortgage has an adjustable interest

calculations. Refinancing because you

rate, you may want to lock in a fixed

are in financial difficulty with your current

rate to reduce the risk of paying more

lender is especially risky and you should
always seek professional advice first.
Refinancing is replacing your existing

if rates go up
- If your credit score has gone up

mortgage and registering a new

substantially from when you took out

mortgage. You can refinance with your

the loan, you may qualify for a better

current lender or go to a new lender.

WH AT A RE TH E BENEF ITS
O F RE F IN A N CING ?
Whilst the most common reason for
people to refinance is in search of a

rate
n Consolidation of debt - If you are
experiencing financial difficulty a

which may apply to the life of your loan

consolidation of debt may relieve the

on top of the interest rate. If your home

pressure

loan is reasonably small, it may take

n Cash out for future investment - You

some time before the savings of a lower

lower interest rate on their mortgage,

may be looking to get a deposit ready

interest rate actually make up for the

there are also other motives, including:

or buy other investments to build your

cost of refinancing.

n You want to pay off your home

wealth

faster - Changing from a 30-year loan

n Unhappy with your current bank -

Remember that the interest rate is
usually variable. It may be competitive

to a 15-year loan will raise your

You may be motivated by a bad

now, but will it continue to be

monthly payment, but over the span

experience and finding a lender with

competitive? You need to check how

of your loan, you can save thousands

great service will be key.

competitive the lender was in the past.
Make sure you look at the ongoing

of dollars
Pictures: iStock by Getty Images.
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n Your credit score has improved

n You want cash for something else

Before you make a decision about taking

interest rate, not just the honeymoon

- If you have equity in your home,

out a new loan, you should consider the

period if one applies.

you can leverage it to pay for

following:

home improvements, pay off debt, or

How much will it cost to refinance? There

accomplish other goals

are many upfront fees and charges to

n Interest rates may be lower than
when you first bought - When you

Check that the new loan has all the
features you need.
Make sure you shop around and find

think about including establishment fees,

out what costs will be involved before

legal fees, stamp duty and ongoing fees,

making a decision to change lenders.

Step-by-step guide to
IT’S MY HOME

REFINANCING
EQUIPPING YOURSELF TO MAKE

R

THE RIGHT DECISIONS
efinancing to a lower interest
rate on your home loan can
save thousands of dollars
over the course of your loan.

Sometimes, it might also be the easiest way
to get money to renovate your home.

4
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HOW TO
REFINANCE:

1

CU RRENT MO R TGA GE
– UNDE R STA NDING
W H AT YO U HAVE

Do a little homework and think carefully
about what type of mortgage you need,
especially if your current home loan is
not working the way you would like.

It is essential that you are aware of your

much your home would be worth on

current position, you take the time to

the market. This is useful because it

find out what your current mortgage

can mean a better rate if you have a

6

balance is, you find out what interest

lower loan to value ratio (LVR). Speak to

comparison sites online and look for

rate you’re paying, and you understand

your local real estate agent and look at

the type of mortgage you would like.

what other benefits of the loan are

similar properties in the area to see how

From the comparison tables, you’ll

available to you. These may include

much they are being advertised for.

get an idea of the types of products

them for a payout figure. The figure

4

on the market, the types of features

will include any accumulated interest

It’s important to work out how much you

hassle and contact a specialist broker

charges, discharge fees and any other

want to borrow for your refinance and

who will do all the hard leg work for you

fees that may apply.

whether doing this will make financial

and come back to you with the most

2

sense for you after the costs involved.

competitive options for your needs.

You will need to borrow enough to pay

7

benefits such as the ability to redraw on
your loan or apply for a credit card with
no fees. While looking at your current
mortgage, talk to your lender and ask

Pictures: iStock by Getty Images.
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C URRE NT
P ROP E RTY VALUE
– UND E RSTAND ING
W H AT YOUR H OME
IS W ORTH

C REDIT R E PO R T–
U N DER STANDING
Y OU R CR E DIT
HISTORY

Try working out approximately how

D O YOUR SUMS –
UND E RSTAND ING
TH E AMOUNT OF
MONE Y YOU NE E D

off your existing loan. If you’re raising
cash for renovations or consolidating
other debt into your home loan, add this

C OMP ARISON –
UND E RSTAND ING
YOUR OP TIONS

Spend time using one of the many

you can expect along with fees and
interest rates. See if you can narrow
down your search to a few favourable
lenders. Alternatively, save the time and

B ROKE R 		
ASSISTANC E –
UND E RSTAND ING
YOUR B ROKE RS
ROLE

To better understand your full current

to your total. You may also like to add

position, request a copy of your credit

any fees or charges covered in the loan

report. Your credit report is an important

amount as well. Add up the amounts

A mortgage broker puts in a lot of work

piece of information that a lender will

to reach a total loan figure that you are

behind the scenes and can save you

look at before deciding whether to

likely to require. Then divide this number

time, effort and plenty of stress at a time

approve your home loan. Once you

by the approximate value of your house.

that can push you to the limit. A broker

have your credit history, look at paying

This will give you an LVR figure.

will have access to hundreds of home

down or contesting any debts to get
you in a good position for a home loan
application.
Get your free credit report at equifax.
com/personal/

5

H OME W ORK 		
AND RE SE ARC H –
UND E RSTAND ING
YOUR NE E D S

loan product options with a wide range
of lenders and credit providers across
Australia. They’ll be able to show you at
a glance what rates and fees apply for
the loan type you are interested in.

5
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8

P AP ER WO R K –
P REP A R A TIO N IS
K EY

All lenders will require very similar
documents to proceed with an
application to refinance your home, so it
pays to get this out of the way.

9

AP P L ICATIO N
– BEGIN THE
P ROCE SS

outlines the terms and conditions of
your loan, this will include any fees and
charges that may apply.

12

C E RTIFIC ATE
OF C URRE NC Y –
TH E C OVE R

It is important that you make your
current home building insurer aware that
you are changing mortgage provider

Once you’ve chosen your preferred

as the name of the interested party will

lender and your paperwork is in order, it’s

need to be updated to your new lender.

time to begin the application process. If

Ask them to send you a copy of the

you’re going to the lender directly, you’ll

updated Certificate of Currency.

need to complete their application form.
If you’ve decided to get a mortgage

6

will issue the mortgage contract that

broker’s assistance, they will ask you for
the required documents and they will
submit the application for you.

10

V ALUA TIO N –
K NO WING YO UR
V ALUE

13

SE TTLE ME NT
D AY –
RE FINANC E
		 SUC C E SS
Settlement day is the day the funds get
drawn down for the new home loan
which means that the funds for your
new home loan will pay out your old

When your application has been

home loan so that account can

conditionally approved by the lender, the

be closed.

lender will arrange for a licensed valuer to
do an appraisal of your home. Lenders
want to conduct their own valuation to
ensure they are happy with the value of
the property. Provided your loan amount
is within the lender’s allowable LVR
compared to your home’s value, your
application will proceed to the
next stage.
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M OR TGA GE
DOCUME NTS –
T H E FO R MAL
AP P R O VA L

After the valuation is complete you’ll
be given formal approval. The lender

Step by
step guide
TO
REFINANCING

SELLING
to upgrade
IT’S MY HOME

THE HOW TO GUIDE TO SETTING
YOUR SELLING PRICE

O

ne of the most critical factors
to consider when selling your
house is ensuring that you have
priced it correctly and have set

the right asking price.

T H E D IL E M MA

Pricing is all about supply and demand.
Demand can wane after your home is on
the market for over 21 days. Of course, there's

7

nothing stopping you from dropping your price
later, but this may require a larger discount if

Pictures: iStock by Getty Images.

demand continues to wane.

➤
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THESE ARE
THE BASIC
COMPONENTS
OF THE
PROCESS
FACTO RS TO CONSIDER

agents, get them to provide you with a

their commission costs, selling strategies

list of comparable sold properties going

and engagement skills – which may help

back over the past six months or so.

you choose the agent you want to

Comparable means they are of a similar

work with.

size, location and type. You want these

PULL COMPARABLE
LISTINGS AN D S ALES

Look at similar homes that have been

comparisons to be reasonably current,
so they better reflect what’s happening in
the market today.
You can use these lists to test things

A starting point is to work out the value

listed in the same neighborhood as your

like land value, market demand and of

of the land component of your property.

property over the last three months.

course prices achieved. They should also

Land value is affected by many factors

Pay attention to neighborhood dividing

be compared and contrasted with your

including position, shape, size, slope,

lines and physical barriers such as

property to help assess whether you may

topography and so on.

major streets, freeways, or railroads.

need to make any price adjustments.

Next, consider what you think the

8

occasion as an opportunity to assess

Identical homes directly across the street

structures on your property might be

from each other can vary by as much

worth (e.g. house, unit, pool, garden,

as $100,000 in some neighborhoods.

garages etc.).

Perceptions and desirability have value.

G E T A P RO PERTY
VA LUAT IO N AND PRICE
E ST IM AT E

Compare similar square footage within

WITHD RAWN AND EXPIR E D
LISTINGS
Pull the history for any expired and

withdrawn listings to determine whether

a 10 per cent variance up or down if

any of them were taken off the market

possible.

and relisted. If so, add those days on

Compare similar ages. One

market back to these listing time periods

Now it’s time to be a little more

neighborhood might consist of homes

to arrive at an actual number of days

commercial and scientific. There are

built in the 1950s right next to another

on market. Look for patterns as to why

websites that can provide you with a

ring of construction from the 1980s.

these homes didn't sell and note any

free valuation for your property. This will

Values between the two will differ. Make

common factors they might share. Think

provide you with a calculated estimate

sure you're comparing apples to apples.

about the steps you can take to prevent

on what your property could be worth,
along with available property history and
comparable properties in the area.
This can be a great way to help test

LOOK AT THE S OLD COMPS
Now compare original list prices to
final sale prices to determine price

your home from becoming an expired
listing based on this information.

PEN D IN G S ALES

and refine your price expectations,

reductions. Compare the final list prices

however don’t forget that this valuation

to actual sold prices to determine ratios.

are unknown until the transactions close,

may not take into account any

It's common for homes to sell for more

but that doesn't stop you from calling

improvements you’ve made – so use this

than 100 per cent of list price in a seller's

the listing agents and asking them to tell

as a guide only.

market. Homes generally sell for list price

you how much the property is selling for.

or less in a buyer's market.

Again, make a note of the days on the

You should also arrange for two or
three local selling agents to provide a

Adjust pricing for lot size variances,

The ultimate sales prices of these homes

market. This can have a direct bearing

free property appraisal. Not only will they

configuration, and amenities or

on how long it will take before you see an

be able to give you some guidance on

upgrades.

offer. Examine the history of these listings

price setting, but you can also use the

While you’re talking with selling

to determine price reductions.

IT’S MY HOME

Selling

TO
UPGRADE

ACT IV E L ISTING S

Visit these homes so you can see what
buyers will see when they visit. Make

After you've collected all your data, the

note of what you like and dislike and the

next step is to analyze that data based

general feeling you got upon entering the

on market conditions.

market, including developing trends.
In particular, you need to be aware of
whether it’s a buyers’ or sellers’ market.
If it’s a sellers’ market it probably
means you’re in a strong position and

homes. Recreate the positive feelings of

Your sales price might allow some

should be able to achieve the top

reception in your own home if possible.

wiggle room for negotiation in a buyer's

end (or higher) of your price range.

market, but you'll want to be strong

However, in a buyers’ market, you may

are currently listed for sale allows you to

enough and close enough to the last

have to negotiate and possibly lower

take into account what’s likely to happen

comparable sale to entice a buyer to tour

your price expectations if you’re keen

as far as future sales are concerned. Not

your home.

to sell.

Looking at comparable properties that

Pictures: iStock by Getty Images.

MARKET D EPEN D ENT
PRICING

9

To get a handle on where the market

only will it give you a sense of vendor

You might want to add 10 per cent

expectations, but it will also give you

more to the last comparable sale in a

is sitting, read the latest finance and

some insights into the pricing and sales

seller's market. You can ask more than

property articles and reports, and talk

strategies of your competition.

the last comparable sale, and you'll

to local selling agents. Doing all of

likely get it if there is little inventory and

these things will provide you with useful

many buyers.

guidance and insights.

SQ UA RE FO OT COST
CO M PA RIS ONS

In a balanced or neutral market, you

As a final thought, remember that

The buyer's lender will order an appraisal

might want to initially set your price at

at the end of the day, the market will

after you receive an offer, so you'll want

the last comparable sale then adjust it for

determine what your property is worth.

to compare homes with similar square

the market trend.

If you want a successful sale, it is

footage to come as close to the eventual
appraised value as possible.

Finally, you need to familiarise
yourself with what’s happening in the

important that you and the market are
on the same page.

✓Checklist

FOR BUYING
A PROPERTY

10
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Use this checklist when inspecting properties so you can
compare the pros and cons of each. Happy house hunting!
A detailed checklist can be downloaded from our
website genworth.com.au/lmitoolkit

11

TH E LOCAT ION

n Does the area have the local
amenities you might need?

n Shops
n Schools and child care
n Doctors/hospital
n Public transport
n Food and entertainment
n Are there any local council planning
Pictures: Shutterstock, iStock by Getty Images.

changes or planned infrastructure
developments in the near future?

n How long will it take you to travel to
work?

IN S ID E T H E
PROP E RT Y
n Check what is included – carpets,
curtains, blinds, light fittings, air
conditioning, heating and any
appliances

n Are there enough bedrooms and
bathrooms?

n What is the condition of the electrical
wiring?

n Is the plumbing operational?
n Are walls, ceilings and floors in good
condition?
Is the kitchen in good condition?

n
n Do all the windows and doors open?
n Is there enough storage space?
n Is there space for your fridge,
dishwasher, washing machine and
dryer?

OUTSIDE THE
P R O P E RT Y

n Is there off-street parking?
n Is the building structurally sound?
n Are there signs of damp around the
house (eg bubbling paint, a musty
smell)?

n Check the condition of paintwork,
windows, fences, gardens, roof and
guttering

n Is it possible to extend the property
in the future?

n How much northerly sunlight does
it get?

n Is it noisy? Traffic, trains, planes

✓Checklist for

MOVING
H USE
MOVING HOUSE REQUIRES

PLENTY OF PLANNING. THIS
CHECKLIST WILL ASSIST YOU
WITH A STRESS-FREE MOVE

12

6

WEEK S
TO GO

n Set a moving date and book the

4
n

removalists (or friends and family
to assist you)

n Start collecting boxes or have them
move if necessary

n

If hiring a van or removal company,
think about parking outside your

Have a clean out of anything you

		

don’t want to take with you

		registration

3 WTOEGE KSO
n

n

Organise insurance cover notes for

mail redirection service)

n

Keep a list of incoming mail in the
lead up to the move for change of

n Advise your change of address to:
n Banks
n Insurance providers

address notices later

		

n Collect any change of address
forms that come with any of your
subscriptions

n

Start keeping a folder with all
moving documentation (checklist,
quotes, phone numbers etc)

n

Check all of your larger appliances
will fit into your new home

		

Arrange to have your mail
redirected (Australia Post has a

(building, contents, car, life)

n Private health fund
n Telephone and internet service

		

local council

2

W E E KS
TO G O

n

Transfer or set up utilities –
electricity, water, gas, telephone,

n TV, magazine and other
n Your employer
n Friends, family and colleagues
n Doctor/dentist

Office

n Solicitor
n Superannuation fund
n E-tags, tolls and mechanic
n Vet, microchip registry and

		providers
		subscriptions

drivers licence and car

n Australian Electoral Commission
n Centrelink
n School/TAFE/university
n Child care centre
n Accountant/Australian Taxation

collection for anything left over

old and new home
your new home

n Medicare
n Relevant state authority for

n Sell or donate any unwanted items
n Arrange a council rubbish

delivered so you can start packing

n Organise time off work for the

W E E KS
TO G O

internet and pay TV

n Gas cylinders should be empty
and valves left open

n

Pack up all items you won’t be
using before the move

IT’S MY HOME

SURVIVAL PACKS for

n

Have these handy packs available

Ensure you have a set of bedding,

on moving day to make the transition

towels, pj’s and if you have children,

into your new home a little more

make sure you have their favourite

comfortable.

toy to help them settle into their

Survival pack – include cleaning

new bedroom on the first night.

products, kettle, tea, coffee, cutlery,

A handyman kit with essentials like

milk, bread, takeaway menus, phone

allen keys, screwdrivers, hammer,

chargers, essential toiletries, toilet

nails, wall hooks, lightbulbs

paper and medications. Don’t forget

scissors, etc will help avoid having

your pets – make sure you have some

to rummage through boxes when

food, water bowls, beds and leads.

trying to construct your bed.

Bring essentials for the following

Don’t forget a bottle of wine and

day – clothes and school uniforms.

glasses to celebrate the move!

Label boxes clearly with room
destination and those that need to
be handled with care

n

n

Create a floor plan for removalists

with any instructions for the
removalists

MOVI N G DAY

Pictures: iStock by Getty Images.

as lawn mowing

TO GO
1WEEK

Stop buying food and try to eat

be used on your first night

Have instructions for the removalist
Continue to check the house for

n

n

Check you have all the keys and
(appliances etc)

n

Check any utilities are connected

n
n

Have your locks changed

and hot water is on
Assemble and make beds as
soon as possible

n

Notify moving company

of drawers)

immediately if anything is missing

Ensure gas and electricity meters

or damaged

have been read and the telephone,

n

Lock all the doors and windows

any instructions to your new home

anything you might have missed
(high shelves, under the bed, back

Check you have left nothing behind

AT YOU R
N E W HOM E

moving documentation at hand

n
n

from the pantry, fridge and freezer

n Settle any outstanding bills
n Back up your computer
n Set aside bed linen and towels to

n
n
n

Have your moving survival pack,
handyman kit and folder with

booklets for the new owners

n Cancel any regular services such

n

owners

boxes)

Collect appliance instruction

and any spare keys for the new
Turn off the power, hot water and gas

n Turn off the washing machine
n Finish all your packing and make

n

Leave behind garage door openers

and freezer

Book a locksmith to change locks
Confirm removalist company

n

Defrost and empty the fridge

sure the boxes are clearly labelled

booking

n

n

DAY
TO G O

(so they know where to put the

at your new house on moving day

n

1

A good tip is to number your boxes
so you can check all have arrived

n

moving day

n

Keep cats indoors for about a

cable and internet disconnected

week to familiarise themselves

Leave appliance instruction books

with new surroundings

and a note for new owners with

Download a copy of the checklist at

your forwarding address

genworth.com.au/lmitoolkit
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Helping you understand

LMI

LENDERS
MORTGAGE
INSURANCE

Achieving the dream of home ownership is one of the most exciting times in your life. However,
it also comes with a big challenge – the time it takes to save a substantial deposit that lenders
often require (typically 20% of the home’s purchase price).
If you do not have a substantial deposit saved, your lender may be prepared to provide you a
home loan with a smaller deposit (as little as 5%), by taking out Lenders Mortgage Insurance.

WH AT IS L ENDERS MORTG AG E
IN SU RA N CE?

Lenders Mortgage Insurance is an insurance policy that
your lender takes out to protect itself against the risk that
you (the borrower) default on your loan repayments and
your lender is unable to recover the full outstanding loan
amount.

L E N D E RS M ORTG AG E INSURANCE
P ROT E CT S YOUR LENDER, NOT YOU
T H E B O RR OWER

It is important to note that Lenders Mortgage Insurance
does not protect you (the borrower) or any guarantor.
It should not be confused with Mortgage Protection
protects you (the borrower) if you are unable to make
repayments on your loan.

H O W D O E S LENDERS MORTG AG E
IN SU RA N CE H ELP YOU, TH E
B O RRO WER?

Lenders Mortgage Insurance enables you (the borrower)

LEND ERS MORTGAGE IN S U RANCE IS
A ON E-OFF COST

Lenders Mortgage Insurance is arranged by your lender
and the premium is a one-off cost your lender pays to us
(the insurer) upon settlement of your property purchase.
This cost is passed on to you (the borrower) by your
lender, as a fee.

to obtain a home loan that might not otherwise be

Your lender will tell you how much it will cost after

available, by reducing the deposit you are required

you apply for your loan. The cost will depend on various

to provide. This means you will be able to:

factors including the size of your deposit and the type of
loan you take out. Our LMI premium estimator is an online

n buy a home sooner and stop paying rent; or

calculator that can provide you with an estimate of the

n buy a more expensive property with the deposit that

LMI fee payable by you to the lender to take out LMI.

you have.

You may be able to add the cost of this LMI fee to your
loan amount, which means you will pay interest on it over

It may also enable you to borrow at an interest rate that is

the term of your loan. Otherwise you will need to pay it up

comparable to a borrower with a substantial deposit.

front, before your lender provides your home loan.

Pictures: Mike Watt – Australian artist and illustrator

Insurance which is a separate insurance policy that

RE FU N D S

The Lenders Mortgage Insurance fee that your lender
charges you may be partially refundable if your loan is
terminated within the first two years.
Alternatively, your lender may not provide a refund
because it has arranged to receive a larger up-front
discount on its Lenders Mortgage Insurance premium
(instead of the right to a refund). In this case the full
amount of this discount is passed on to you. This means
that if you were to refinance your home loan with another
lender or increase your loan amount, you may be required
to pay a Lenders Mortgage Insurance fee again.
You should check with your lender to find out if they
have a refund policy and if it applies to you.

D IFF IC U LT Y MAKING REPAYMENTS?
If you are experiencing financial difficulties and are
concerned about your ability to make your loan
repayments on time, it is important that you let your
lender know as soon as possible, as you may be able
to arrange a payment variation.

WH AT H A PPENS IF YOU DEFAULT AND
O U R P RO PERTY IS SOLD?
If you default on your loan, your property might need

to be sold. If the money received from the sale of your
property is not enough to repay your outstanding loan,
your lender can make a Lenders Mortgage Insurance
claim and we (the insurer) will pay your lender the shortfall.
Once a claim has been paid, you (the borrower)

Case study

WHAT ARE
THE BENEFITS
OF USING LMI

continue to be responsible for the outstanding shortfall
debt. Typically, this debt is passed on to us (the

Jenny and Tom have found a home they want

insurer) by your lender and we may seek to recover the

to buy for $500,000. Typically, they would need

outstanding shortfall debt directly from you (the borrower)

a 20% deposit ($100,000) to secure a loan from

and any guarantors.

their lender. By taking out Lenders Mortgage Insurance,
their lender is prepared to provide a loan up to 95% of the
value of the home.
This means that Jenny and Tom can secure a home
loan sooner with a 5% deposit ($25,000) and stop paying
rent. Their lender passes on the Lenders Mortgage
Insurance premium cost to Jenny and Tom by way of
a fee.
The Lenders Mortgage Insurance protects the lender if
Jenny and Tom default on their loan repayments – it does
not protect Jenny and Tom.
For more information visit: genworth.com.au
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DIS C L A IM ER

This publication has been produced by Genworth Financial

Mortgage Insurance Pty Ltd (’Genworth’). This publication may
include content which is owned by third parties (’third party

content owners’) and that has been provided to Genworth for
publication. Opinions expressed in this publication are of the
writer or contributor and do not necessarily reflect the view
of Genworth or its affiliates.

This publication covers a variety of topics including property,
insurance and other financial products and services.

Although some of the information involves tax, stamp duty,
legal, accounting, financial or similar issues, Genworth,

its affiliates and the third-party content owners (as to their

materials only) (‘we’) are not in the business of offering such

advice and nothing in this publication constitutes a personal
recommendation or advice. You must consult with your own
professional advisers to examine the legal, tax, accounting
or investment aspects of any information presented in this

publication and how they may affect your particular situation.
The information also does not contain all of the applicable

terms, conditions, limitations or exclusions of the products or

services described. We expressly disclaim all responsibility and
liability for any action or inaction by you in reliance or partial

reliance on any material, information, opinion or advice in this
publication or referred to in this publication.

The information is current as at the date of publication but may
change without notice. We are under no obligation to update

the information or correct any inaccuracy which may become
apparent at a later date. We do not take any responsibility for

any reliance on the information contained in this publication or
for its reliability, accuracy or completeness.

Nothing in this publication is an offer by or on behalf of

Genworth or its affiliates to sell, or solicit an offer to buy, any
security or financial product.

C OP Y RIGHT N OTIC E

All copyright in the contents of this publication belong to

Genworth, its affiliates and licensors or to third party content

owners. All rights are reserved. To the extent permitted by law,
no part of any materials in this publication may be reproduced

or transmitted in any form without the express written consent
of Genworth. ‘Genworth’, ‘Genworth Financial’ and the

‘Genworth’ logo are service marks / trademarks of Genworth
Financial, Inc. and are used pursuant to a licence.
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Want more?
Visit the Genworth website to read, view
and download all editions of It’s My Home,
and to get your copy of the handy checklists
mentioned in this edition

genworth.com.au/itsmyhome
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